The multiconfiguration Dirac-Hartree-Fock (MCDHF) method was employed to calculate atomic electric dipole moments (EDM) of the superheavy element copernicium (Cn, Z = 112). The EDM enhancement factors of Cn, here calculated for the first time, are about one order of magnitude larger than those of Hg. The exponential dependence of the enhancement factors on the atomic number Z along group 12 of the periodic 
I. INTRODUCTION
The existence of a non-zero permanent electric dipole moment (EDM) of an elementary particle, or in a nondegenerate system of particles, would be one manifestation of violation of parity (P ) and time reversal (T ) symmetries [1, 2] . Violation of P symmetry has been observed in the β-decay of 60 Co [3] followed by decay of muons [4] and pions [5] . Violation of charge and parity (CP ) symmetry has been observed in the weak decay of neutral kaons K 0 [6] . Violation of T symmetry is in turn equivalent to violation of combined CP symmetry, through the combined CP T symmetry, which is considered invariant [7] . Both CP and T symmetry violations have been observed in the neutral kaon system [8] , although direct T symmetry violation has been disputed [9, 10] . More recently a direct observation of the T symmetry violation in the B meson system has been reported [11] . The violations of P , C, CP , and T symmetries are predicted by the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics [12, 13] . However, the SM leaves several issues unexplained, such as the origin of baryogenesis, the mass hierarchy of fundamental particles, the number of particle generations, the matter-antimatter-asymmetry observed in the universe, and the nature of the dark matter. These and other issues are addressed within a large number of extensions of the present version of the SM. Several of these extensions predict EDMs induced by the P and T violating interactions and also EDMs of the fundamental particles significantly larger than the values predicted by the SM itself. The predictions can be tested, and searches for permanent electric dipole moment are underway presently in various systems -neutrons [14] , electrons in paraand diamagnetic atoms [15, 16] , molecules [17, 18] , and other species [1, 19, 20] . The experimental searches have * Jacek.Bieron@uj.edu.
pl not yet detected a non-zero EDM, but they continue to improve the limits on EDMs of individual elementary particles, as well as limits on CP -violating interactions, parametrized by the coupling constants C T and C P (see references [1, 21, 22] for details, and the Table II in the reference [23] for a summary).
The primary objective of the present paper is the calculation of EDM for the superheavy element copernicium [24, 25] . We evaluated the contributions to the atomic EDM induced by four mechanisms [19] : tensorpseudotensor (TPT) and pseudoscalar-scalar (PSS) interactions, nuclear Schiff moment (NSM), and electron electric dipole moment interaction with the nuclear magnetic field (eEDM). In each case we show that there is an order of magnitude increase of atomic EDM between mercury and copernicium. The second objective of the present paper is to derive the Z-dependence of atomic EDM. We show that numerical EDM results are consistent with an exponential Z-dependence along the group 12 elements.
II. MCDHF THEORY
We used the MCDHF approach to generate numerical representations of atomic wave functions. An atomic state function Ψ(γP JM J ) is obtained as a linear combination of configuration state functions Φ(γ r P JM J ) that are eigenfunctions of the parity P , and total angular momentum operators J 2 and M J :
The multiconfiguration energy functional was based on the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian, given (in a.u.) bŷ
where α and β are the Dirac matrices, and p is the momentum operator. The electrostatic electron-nucleus interaction, V (r j ), was generated from a nuclear charge density distribution ρ (r), which was approximated by the normalized to Z two-component Fermi function [26] ρ(r)
where a and b depend on the mass of the isotope. The effects of the Breit interaction, as well as QED effects, were neglected, since they are expected to be small at the level of accuracy attainable in the present calculations.
III. MCDHF WAVE FUNCTIONS
We calculated the wave functions of five diamagnetic atoms of group 12, and subsequently the EDMs in the ground states of the entire homologous series, Uhb. The numerical representations of the wave functions were generated with the relativistic atomic structure package GRASP2K [27] , based on the multiconfiguration DiracHartree-Fock (MCDHF) method [26, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Electron correlation effects were evaluated with methods described in our previous papers [33] [34] [35] [36] . Core-valence and valencevalence correlations were included by allowing single and restricted double substitutions to five sets of virtual orbitals. The full description of numerical methods, virtual orbital sets, electron substitutions, and other details of the computations can be found in [33] . Compared with [33] the double electron substitutions were however extended from the nsnp to the (n − 1)dnsnp shells in the present paper (see section V below for details).
IV. EDM CALCULATIONS
An atomic EDM can be written as a sum over states (equation (4) in reference [33] ):
where |0 represents the ground state |Ψ(γP JM J ) of a closed-shell atom from the group 12, with J = 0 and even parity. The summation runs over excited states |Ψ(γ i (−P )J i M Ji ) , with J i = 1 and odd parity. A calculation of an atomic EDM requires evaluation of the matrix elements of the static dipoleD z , and the matrix elements of theĤ int interactions, which induce an EDM in an atom [37] . In order to perform these calculations the GRASP2K package was extended. The extension includes programs for matrix element calculations, based on spin-angular integration [37] . HereĤ int represents one of the four interactions mentioned in the section I above, E 0 and E i are energies of ground and excited states, respectively. The full description of the EDM theory underlying the presents calculations can be found in reference [33] , and in references therein. The summation in equation (4) involves an infinite number of bound states, as well as contributions from the continuum spectrum. The sum over the bound spectrum was evaluated by explicitly calculating contributions from the lowest five odd states of each symmetry using numerical wave functions. Then the method of 'Riemann zeta tail', described in reference [33] , was applied to sum up the contribution from the remaining bound states. To this end we showed that a summation over a Rydberg series, when extrapolated to large values of the principal quantum number n of the running electron (and where the energy denominator saturates at the ionisation energy) converges to the Riemann zeta function. The explicit numerical summation accounts for 98 percent of the whole sum, and we evaluated the upper bound on the rest (the infinite tail) of the sum by exploiting regularities of the Rydberg series. The relative correction, i.e. the total contribution from the trailing terms (called Riemann zeta tail) divided by the total contribution from the five leading terms, is of the order of 1.5 percent for mercury 199 Hg, and below 2 percent for copernicium 285 Cn. We neglected the Riemann zeta tail correction for the other three elements ( 69 Zn, 111 Cd, 482 Uhb). The contribution from the continuum is difficult to estimate, since it is partially accounted for by the virtual set [38] In the present paper we computed only the contribution of the bound states. We neglected the explicit summation over continuum, and assumed that the continuum spectrum contribution were included into the error budget. The evaluation of the sum over the continuum part of the spectrum could in principle be carried out either fully numerically [39] , or again by an extrapolation, based on the fact, that the oscillator strength density is continuous across the ionization threshold [40] , and above mentioned regularities carry over to the continuum spectrum.
The electronic matrix elements in equation (4) are not isotope-specific. However, the atomic wave functions do exhibit a (rather weak) dependence on the atomic mass of the element of interest, through the nuclear electrostatic potential, which depends on the nuclear charge density distribution, which in turn depends on the nuclear mass number, through the equation (3) . Therefore, all numerical results in Tables I, II , III, and IV were obtained for specific isotopes, such as 199 Hg and 285 Cn, and they do exhibit a (negligibly weak) dependence on atomic masses.
V. MERCURY
The calculations for 199 Hg were performed in a similar manner as those presented in our previous paper [33] . The results from DF and from calculations with the first two layers of virtual orbitals (i.e. the first three lines in Tables I, II , III, and IV) are in fact identical with the results published in [33] . Further calculations differ in the scope of the double electron substitutions, which were extended from 6s6p to 5d6s6p shells. The results of the calculations are presented in Tables I, II , III, and IV. The number of virtual orbital sets (VOS) is listed in the first column of each table (see chapter III of reference [33] for definitions and for the details of the calculations). The line marked 'DF' (Dirac-Fock) in the VOS column represents the lowest-order approximation, with zero sets of virtual orbitals. It should be noted that the values in the Tables marked 'DF' and 'DHF' are not equivalent. Those marked 'DF' were obtained in the present calculations with only the two lowest excited states included in the summation in equation (4). The results marked 'DHF', obtained with MBPT methods, involved summation over the entire spectrum of virtual orbitals, using various methods to construct the virtual orbital set [41, 42, 47] . Neither 'DF' nor 'DHF' include electron correlation effects and therefore they are relevant only for the purpose of evaluating the contributions of electron correlation for the expectation values of interest. A larger number of VOS represents in principle a better approximations of the wave function. The line marked '5' in the VOS column represents the final approximation, with five sets of virtual orbitals (MCDHF-VOS.5, represented by red circles in Figure 2 ). The difference between VOS.4 and VOS.5 may (cautiously) be taken as an indication of accuracy. For each element the calculated values of the energy denominators in equation (4) were used to evaluate the atomic EDMs. These fully theoretical EDM values are marked 'Th' in Tables I, II , III, and IV. Semiempirical EDM values (marked 'SE' in the Tables) were also evaluated for 69 Zn, 111 Cd, and 199 Hg, with the energy denominators taken from the NIST database [48] . Level identifications were made with the atomic state functions transformed from jj-coupling to LSJ coupling scheme, using the methods developed in [49, 50] .
VI. COPERNICIUM
Three different sets of energy denominators for 285 Cn were used. Those from the present calculations are marked 'Th'. For comparison purposes we computed also the EDMs with the energy denominators taken from two other theoretical papers [51, 52] . The results in column marked 'Th2' were obtained with the energy denominators taken from [51] , who used a large-scale MCDHF method. The authors of [51] evaluated also the ionization limit of copernicium and their calculated ionization energy was used in our evaluation of EDMs for those levels which were not reported in [51] . The energy denominators in the columns marked 'Th3' were taken from reference [52] , where the energy spectrum was computed with two methods: CI+MBPT and CI. We gave priority to the CI+MBPT results; the CI results were used when CI+MBPT data were not available; for the remaining levels the energy denominators were replaced by the calculated ground state ionization energy. The accuracy of our calculated energy values, as well as those from the references [51] and [52] , is better than 20% for the lowest excited levels of mercury.
The mass number 285 for the element Cn was chosen due to predictions that heavier isotopes are more stable than the lighter ones [53, 54] . The lifetimes of several known isotopes of Cn are counted in minutes [55] , which make them amenable to atom traps, and subsequent spectroscopy. It is predicted that still heavier isotopes of Cn, with mass numbers in the range 290-294, may have half-lives counted in years [54] .
We observed a similar pattern of contributions from individual electronic states, as described in [33] . The triplet 6snp 3 P 1 and the singlet 6snp 285 Cn we applied a comparison with mercury. Estimates of the magnitudes of EDMs induced by the TPT, PSS, NSM, and eEDM mechanisms in mercury, have been performed with several theoretical methods [41, 43, 44, 46] . With one or two exceptions [44, 56] , they all agree within reasonable error bounds -of the order of 10-20 percent [33] . The results of the MCDHF calculations for mercury, both in present paper as well as in [33] , are well within these bounds. We expect that the present calculations for 285 Cn, performed with the same MCDHF model as those for 199 Hg, would also fit within error bounds of similar size.
VII. UNHEXBIUM
In addition to the calculations described above we have done uncorrelated DF calculations for Be. There are several theoretical predictions [57] [58] [59] which suggest that the heaviest homologue in the Zn-Cd-Hg-Cn-Uxx group would not be element E162 (Unhexbium), but E164 (Unhexquadium). Due to a very large spin-orbit splitting of the 8p shell, the relativistic 8p 1/2 shell becomes occupied before the 7d shell is filled [59] . Therefore, at the end of transition metals in the row eight of the periodic table appears the element E164, with the ground configuration 
VIII. Z-DEPENDENCE
Atomic properties depend in various ways on the atomic number Z, both in isoelectronic sequences [60] [61] [62] [63] , as well as along homologous sequences [64, 65] . In many cases approximate analytic relations were derived [60, [63] [64] [65] , and several atomic observables exhibit a polynomial or power dependencies on the atomic number Z.
Atomic enhancement factors of the P T -odd interactions in neutral atoms scale with nuclear charge as d at ∼ α 2 Z 3 . The factor Z 3 arises from an estimate of the strength of the electric field in the vicinity of an atomic nucleus (see chapter 6.2 of the reference [1] ), but it has been pointed out that on top of the Z 3 enhancement of the P T -odd interaction there is another enhancement factor, arising from relativistic contraction of the electronic wave function [1, [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] .
Z-dependence of atomic EDMs induced by the (P, T )-oddĤ int interactions is governed by the Z-dependence of three factors in equation (4): matrix element of the (P, T )-oddĤ int operator, matrix element of the electric dipoleD z operator, and the energy denominator (E 0 − E i ). The matrix elements of the electric dipoleD z operator are constrained by the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn rule. In case of the elements of group 12 they are further constrained by the Wigner-Kirkwood sum rule (see chapter 14 of the reference [64] ). The two lines, ns S 0 -nsnp 1 P 1 , dominate the WignerKirkwood sum in all five elements, making the matrix element ofD z approximately constant along the homologous series. Transition energy denominators in the equation (4) do not depend on Z along the homologous series [65] , except for small variations due to shell con-tractions, shell rearrangements, etc (excluding the Uhb element, with its large spin-orbit splitting mentioned in the section VI above).
Therefore, the dominant role in establishing the Zdependence of atomic EDMs along the homologous sequence is taken by theĤ int operators. Following the analysis in chapter 8 of the reference [1] , it can be shown that in the vicinity of a point-like atomic nucleus the large P nκ and small Q nκ radial components of a one-electron wave function may be expressed as
where κ is the angular momentum quantum number,
, α is the fine structure constant, ν 3 is the effective principal quantum number, and a 0 is the Bohr radius. The radial integrals involved in the calculations of matrix elements ofĤ int include the integrands of the combinations of the large P nκ and small Q nκ radial components, of the type (
All these integrals include factors in the integrands which effectively cut off the integrals outside the nucleus [33] , and eventually Z-dependence of the atomic EDM in the form
is obtained, where k depends on a particular form of the integrand and where r N is the effective cut off radius. The right hand side of the equation (8) is displayed in Fig. 1 . All four combinations (P a P b , Q a Q b , P a Q b , and P b Q a ) of the one-electron wave function factors from equations (6) and (7) are represented as functions of atomic number Z. The index a represents ns 1/2 orbitals, the index b represents np 3/2 orbitals. The nuclear radius r N has been computed using r N = r 0 · A 1/3 , where r 0 = 1.25 fm. The relation of atomic mass A to atomic number Z has been evaluated from the neutrons to protons ratio N/Z = 1 + A 2/3 a C /2a A , derived from the Bethe-Weizsäcker formula [72] , with a C = 0.711 and a A = 23.7. The empty circles in the Fig. 1 show positions of the four elements (Zn, Cd, Hg, Cn) considered in this paper. Neglecting a weak Z-dependence through the gamma function 2/Γ(2γ + 1), for small values of Z the polynomial factor Z k determines the functional form of the dependence on Z while for large values of Z the exponential factor (2Zr N ) 2γ−2 takes over. It can be shown numerically, as can bee seen in the Figure 1 , that the polynomial Z k shape dominates up to about Z = 60, then in the range 60 < Z < 120 the function d at (Z) is approximately exponential, and eventually the approximation breaks down, because the analytic approximation The factors were generated from the equations (6) and (7), and evaluated at r = rN , as functions of atomic number Z. See text for details.
in equations 6 and 7 is valid only within the atomic number Z range, where bound solutions of the Dirac equation exist (Z ≤ 137 for point-like nuclei). The analysis above has been made under the assumption of a point-like Coulomb field in the Dirac radial equation. The finite sizes of nuclei entered only when the equation (8) was evaluated. For extended nuclei the solution of the Dirac equation depends on the specific form of the nuclear charge distribution [32, 73, 74] . Flambaum and Ginges [71] , and Dzuba et al [21] assumed uniform distribution of the electric charge inside a sphere (with the normalization factors from [70] ), and obtained enhancement factors of a similar form as in equations (5) and (8), for angular symmetries s 1/2 , p 1/2 , and p 3/2 .
In the present paper the numerical calculations for the homologous series of the group 12 of the periodic Uhb) were performed with extended nuclear model (3), for which bound solutions of the Dirac-Fock equations exist up to Z = 173 [75] . The dependence of EDMs on atomic number Z along group 12 of the periodic table is presented in Fig. 2 . The red circles represent our final results, calculated within the MCDHF-VOS.5 electron correlation model described above. The blue pluses represent the uncorrelated DF results. The green plus in the upper right corner represents the EDM value for Uhb. Due to very large spin-orbit splitting of the 8p shell, (see section VI above), the Uhb energy denominators are distinctively different from those of other members of the homologous series. To compensate for this splitting, we also computed the EDMs for Uhb with energy denominators taken from Cn. The latter value is represented by the square in Fig. 2 
where the numbers in parentheses represent RMSE deviations. The third line of the equation (9) is displayed in Fig. 2 . Similar regression analysis can be done for the semianalytic relations presented for the point-nucleus case in the equation (8) and in the Fig. 1 , but restricted to the range of atomic numbers 30 ≤ Z ≤ 112, covered by the four elements (Zn, Cd, Hg, Cn) considered in this paper. The analysis yields d P SS ∼ e 0.017·Z and d N SM ∼ e 0.022·Z , somewhat smaller exponents than those presented in the equation (9) .
The deviation of the EDM value for the element E162 from the fitted function in Figure 2 may be explained by several possible mechanisms: rearrangements of the valence shells, i.e. relativistic contraction of the 8s and 8p 1/2 shells, which results in the above mentioned large spin-orbit splitting of the 8p shell; variation of transition energy denominators, induced by shell rearrangements; contribution of QED effects, which could be quite sizeable near the end of the periodic table at Z = 173 [75, 76] .
However, the most likely explanation is the breakdown of the exponential approximation near the end of the periodic table. The analytic approximation in equations 6 and 7 is valid only within the atomic number Z range, where bound solutions of the Dirac equation exist ( Z ≤ 137 for point-like nuclei, Z ≤ 173 for extended nuclei). The element E162 is close to the end of the periodic table at Z = 173, where determination of a numerical wave function, even at the Dirac-Fock level, may be problematic or impossible, and one might expect a question whether perturbation theory still works in QED for elements close to Z = 173 [75] .
At very short distances Z-dependence algebra is dominated by the cutoff radii r N (related to the sizes of the nuclei), and by the power series solutions for P nκ and Q nκ at the origin [32] . The power series coefficients for P nκ and Q nκ depend on the nuclear potential (again related to the sizes of the nuclei), and are constrained by orthogonality of the one-electron functions with the same symmetry. The dominant contributions to the matrix elements of theĤ int operators come from the valence ns 2 orbitals in the ground state, and from the lowest np 1/2 and np 3/2 orbitals in the excited states.
The upper graph in the Fig. 3 shows the coefficient p 0 of the lowest order polynomial in the series expansion at the origin of the large component P of the radial function of the valence orbitals (ns, np 1/2 , np 3/2 ) of the elements from the group 12 (plus beryllium). The quantum number n assumes the values 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 for Be, Zn, Cd, Hg, Cn, Uhb, respectively. The lower graph in the Fig. 3 shows the atomic EDMs induced by the TPT, PSS, NSM, and eEDM mechanisms, as functions of atomic number Z for the elements of the group 12 (plus Be). For the purpose of this comparison, all values in Fig. 3 were obtained in the Dirac-Fock approximation, without account of electron correlation effects, and with the extended nuclear model (3) . Analogously to the point nucleus case (represented by the equation (8)), the function d at (Z) is approximately exponential in the range 60 < Z < 120, i.e. for heavy and superheavy elements relevant from the point of view of the EDM searches. Both graphs in Fig. 3 show similar Z-dependencies as those in Figure 1 , i. .e. the polynomial shape up to about Z = 60, then approximately exponential in the range 60 < Z < 120, and eventually the exponential approximation breaks down near the end of the extended Periodic Table of Elements [59, 75] at Z = 173. When comparing the shapes of the curves in the upper and lower graphs, one has to bear in mind that radial integrals in matrix elements of theĤ int operators involve valence ns 2 orbitals in the ground state, and np 1/2 and np 3/2 orbitals in the excited states. The apparent similarity of the np 1/2 and np 3/2 curves in the upper graph and the four curves in the lower graph is a numerical confirmation of the dominant role of power series coefficients in the matrix element of theĤ int operators, as well as of the proportionality relations between matrix elements, established in [21] . Beryllium does not belong to the group 12 (which results in the visible deviation of Be from the fitted function) but was included in Fig. 3 to indicate that the dominant role of power series coefficients, as well as the proportionality relations [21] , are not limited to one group of elements. The other deviations from linearity in the Figure 3 are induced by electron correlation effects, whose contributions differ from element to element due to shell rearrangements.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
Electric dipole moments (EDMs) have not yet been detected experimentally. The experimental searches have been going on for the last 50 years, and the role of theory is not only to provide the limits on the fundamental parameters, but also to guide the experimentalists to atoms, molecules, and other systems with suitable enhancement factors. Experimentalists need to know (order of magnitude of) enhancement factors before they set up their apparatus to detect EDM in a new species [77] . The present paper is intended to present the calculations of EDMs, carried out with the multiconfiguration DiracHartree-Fock theory, of a superheavy element 285 112 Cn. The main conclusion of the present paper is the suggestion for setting up an EDM experiment on a superheavy element, which would result in an order of magnitude increase of sensitivity, compared to a homologous heavy element. Such homologous pairs include (but are not limited to) Yb-No, Hg-Cn, Tl-E113, Po-Lv, At-E117, Rn-E118, Fr-E119, Ra-E120. If the exponential Zdependence derived in the present paper is assumed for all above homologous pairs, an increase of sensitivity by a factor 8-30 should be expected. The best limit on the EDM of a diamagnetic atom comes from 199 Hg, for which d( 199 Hg) < 3.1 × 10 −29 e·cm (95% C.L.) has been reported [78] . Our calculations indicate that for the Hg-Cn pair the increase of sensitivity would be 57.5/4.8, 236.9/17.0, 17.6/2.2, and 299.7/10.0 for TPT, PSS, NSM, and eEDM, respectively. Over the last 50 years the precision of EDM experiments has been improving by about an order of magnitude per decade [2, 18, [78] [79] [80] [81] . On this timescale an experiment on Cn would be equivalent to time travel into the future over a distance of about ten to twenty years.
We are of course aware of the fact that an EDM experiment on a short-lived superheavy element is impractical at this time. However, the techniques for trapping atoms [82, 83] , controlling quantum systems [84, 85] , and performing spectroscopic investigations of radioactive [86] and superheavy elements [87] advance rapidly. At the same time the quest for the superheavy island of stability continues [54, 88] , and sooner or later one may expect a breakthrough of laser spectroscopic methods into the realm of superheavy elements [87] .
The EDM experiments with superheavy elements, if ever becoming feasible, would probably constitute the final frontier for atomic tests of violation of parity (P ) and time reversal (T ) symmetries. In recents years the molecular avenue promises to become more competitive in the EDM searches. The advantages of molecular eEDM experiments is in the large values of the effective electric field, several orders of magnitude higher than those in atoms [17, 18, 89] . Current progress in cooling and trapping molecules [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] , as well as molecular ions [95, 96] , may soon allow to increase coherence times and improve population control in molecular experiments, which might translate into a significant advantage of molecular experiments over atomic ones.
While an EDM experiment on a short-lived superheavy element is impractical at this time, still less practical would be an experiment on a superheavy molecule. However, when molecular EDM experiments become feasible, one may also envisage making, trapping, and eventually performing spectroscopy of superheavy molecules. It is difficult to say what is impossible, for the dream of yesterday is the hope of today and the reality of tomorrow [97] .
